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Customer Service! Summary: "Karens desserts just make me happy. They are tasty and incredibly
balanced. The recipes, which are straightforward and easy to follow, are just as much fun to make
as they are to eat." -Michael Symon " The Craft of Baking is the kind of book you will use endlessly
in the kitchen. With grace and ease, Karen DeMasco shares the secrets to her deft and delectable
desserts. My only question is which sweet to try first!" -Gail Simmons "Karen DeMasco may be a
professional baker, but shes a home baker at heart. In this book she has transformed all the pastry
techniques and tricks she has learned over the years into accessible and delicious desserts." -Emily
Luchetti "Karen DeMascos brilliant work encompasses the best of classic French and Italian
techniques in playful and delicious recipes that feel new and are delightfully American. I want to
have the brown butter waffles for breakfast tonight!" -Mario Batali "I have always admired Karens
ability to craft the simplest of desserts into the most sublime. Nobody does it better! We all have a
great deal to learn...
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Reviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a pleasure of reading a written
publication.
-- Lea Leg r os V
Very useful to all category of men and women. I actually have study and i also am certain that i am going to going to read through again once more down
the road. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way and is particularly only soon a er i finished reading this publication by which basically altered me,
modify the way in my opinion.
-- Dr . Sa r a i Fisher DDS
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